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Each student is working hard and I am consistently seeing great improvements with their work. This 

month we are finishing up our self-portraits. They are shading, adding mid tones and finding the 

highlights in their pictures. Making sure they are creative, neat, colorful and complete!  

For November we will be staring painting in every grade! Let’s face it, art is messy!!  So please make 

sure your child brings in an oversized plan shirt to put on over their uniforms.  My hope is there won’t 

be one spot on any uniforms this year. We will be learning about different paint techniques, different 

brushes, different artist and painting with manmade and found objects.  

  

 

 

 

 

Kindergarten – One of our upcoming painting experiences is going to be a circles and color mixing. For 

this project we will start by dipping a cup into black paint and overlapping circles in a large white paper. 

Next class they will each get a watercolor set and paint the center of the circle one color and then paint 

the center of the circle next to that one a different color. After they will mix the two colors that overlap 

to find out what it makes when blended.  

 

 

 

 

1st grade – This fun painting has a bit of a surprise factor. We are mixing crayons and watercolor to see 

what happened when we mix the two. They started painting koi fish with crayons using only warm 

colors. We talked about the color wheel, warm and cool colors. After they drew the fish they added 

some plant life and added white crayon in the water to create bubbles and the current. Next they will be 

taking the watercolors and using the cool colors to paint the water. As the go over the crayons they will 

notice the water color moves off or beads up because of the wax from the crayon. I usually get a lot of 

wows at this point  



 

 

 

 

 

2nd grade- We will be creating some fall leafs using crayons and watercolor. Just like 1st grade this is a bit 

of a wow factor. They will experience mix media and find out what will happen. I will be teaching them 

the wet wash watercolor technique when it is time to add the watercolors! When making the leaves I 

will help teach them how to make them look bent and how to create a leaf that is turning. This will give 

the painting more emphasis and add movement to each leaf.   

 

 

 

 

 

3rd grade- Landscaping Mountains using a monochromic style. This is a painting using different shades of 

a single color. Each student will get to pick a color for their mountains. I will explain background, middle 

ground and foreground as we paint each layer. We will start with a very light shade then add a little 

color as we paint the next mountain plan. We will do this 4 to 5 times and for our foreground we will 

create some trees using black to create a nice contrast.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4th grade- As a class we will be creating a horizon landscape of a farm. We will be sketching out our 

landscapes and adding details that fit the background, middle ground and foreground rule by adding 

pumpkins, a scarecrow and farm. We will be using water colors to paint each layer. I’ll explain how the 

lines places a certain way give the piece a feel of depth and rhythm.  



 

 

 

5th grade- How fun is this Van Gogh inspired pumpkin patch! We will have a discussion about Van Gogh 

and a few of his art pieces. Then we will jump right into painting a new take on “Starry Night”. I will be 

explaining impressionist art and different painting techniques. We will be using a pallet knife (not a real 

knife) to create the awesome starry night sky. This will help create the texture and rhythm into their 

paintings.  I feel this will be a big hit for this class as they are very into their creativity! 

 

 

 

 

 

6th grade- This will be a painting your family will hang up every Halloween! This scary house is going to 

be created using 3 different paint colors: Red, yellow and black. We are going to start by taping a circle 

to the canvas where the moon will sit. Then the students will cover the top of the canvas with red paint 

then cover the bottom with yellow. As they work closer to the middle they will being to blend the two 

colors to create orange.  Next class they be creating trees/ branches, old house and bats using black 

paint. 

7th grade- For their first painting project they are working what God’s calling is for them. I’ll have them 

start with a 2 to 3 paragraph explaining what they believe God’s plan is for them. Matthew 9:9 talks 

about leaving your plan and fallowing Jesus. I want them to really thing about what God given gifts they 

have from God. Next class they are getting a blank canvas and will create a piece entirely up to them. it 

needs to show what their calling is.  

 

 

 

 

8th grade-They are painting creative skulls that are fun and eye pleasing. I have skulls that I will put on 

the tables so they can look at a real object and get inspired from observing and sketching out. They will 

create some details and patterns on the skull also mixing colors and blending shades. The background 

will be a bunch of colors mixing so our main focal point is the skull not the background.   


